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Giovanni Bellini 
(c. 1430–1516)

This month’s essay discusses an important Venetian artist, Giovanni Bellini, or Giambellino as 
he was sometimes known, who was the founder of the Venetian school of painting and raised 
Venice to a center of Renaissance art that rivaled both Florence and Rome. He brought to 
painting a new degree of realism, a new wealth of subject matter, and a new sensuousness in 
form and color. By using clear, slow-drying oil paints, he created deep, rich tints and detailed 
shadings. His sumptuous coloring and fluent, atmospheric landscapes transformed Venetian 
painting, and especially influenced his pupils Giorgione and Titian. Before Leonardo da Vinci, 
he was the great practitioner of the representation of sentiment and nature; he painted works of 
extraordinary poetry, and landscapes that brought together everything that had been seen until 
then in Italy and Europe with human figures totally immersed in the surrounding space. He is 
especially celebrated for his pioneering portrayal of natural light that can be seen in such works 
as L’agonia nel giardino (The Agony in the Garden, 1459), in his tender and graceful pictures of 
the Virgin, and in his altarpieces. Perhaps more than any 
other, Giovanni Bellini was an artist who passed through 
different periods and cultural revolutions to achieve his 
personal greatness.

early career up to 1460

Although the exact year of his birth is not known (some 
historians list it as 1430; others as 1435), what is known 
is that he was born in Venice into the leading dynasty of 
Venetian painters. His father, Jacopo, was a painter who 
had been apprenticed to Gentile da Fabriano, the leading 
Italian painter of the International Gothic style. Jacopo 
is best remembered today for his sketchbooks, which he 
passed on to his artist sons, Gentile and Giovanni. 

Despite having two such promising protégés as sons, 
Jacopo was keen to expand “his School” and having 
noticed the precocious talent of the young artist Andrea Mantegna on a visit to Padua in the 
early 1450s, he promptly arranged the marriage of Mantegna to his daughter Nicolosa, his 
oldest child, in 1453. This marriage brought into the Bellini family one of the most important 
painters in 15th-century Italy. Mantegna exerted a profound influence on Giovanni’s early 
works, both compositionally and stylistically. This is clear in Giovanni’s The Blood of the 
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Redeemer and in the depiction by each painter of the The Agony in the Garden:  Mantegna’s 
in 1456; Bellini’s in 1459-60 (above). It appears that the relationship between the two was 
very amicable, and although Mantegna moved to Mantua in 1460, the two artists continued a 
productive correspondence for the rest of Mantegna’s life.

In these early years, in addition to Mantegna, there are also clear influences of the Florentine 
sculptor and painter Donatello who had spent time in Padua between 1440 and 1450. The 
painter Carlo Crivello’s influence is also evident in Bellini’s early work. Crivello was in fact a 
student of the only alternative school of painting to the Bellini’s school in Venice, The Vivarini 
of Murano. A rivalry developed between the two schools and this competitiveness acted as a 
spur for Bellini to stay abreast of artistic developments beyond Venice. Yet despite this local 
rivalry, Bellini is also credited with an openness and generosity with other artists, both friends 
and competitors.

As their numerous letters attest, Giovanni was also close to his older brother Gentile, and 
the two learned the skills of drawing and painting together under the tutelage of their father. 
The Bellini brothers also benefitted early on from accompanying their father on extensive 
travels throughout Italy, especially to Florence and other Tuscan towns which were then seeing 
advances in anatomical studies and in perspective. Though Venice was not a seat of learning, 
the city still gave the young brothers the best of starts as artists. It was one of the richest 
and best governed capitals in the world with a seemingly voracious appetite for beautiful and 
extravagant art.
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In the early 1440s, Giovanni had accompanied his father on a working 
trip to Padua. While he was there, it is likely the impressionable youth 
witnessed the preaching of Saint Bernardine of Sienna (painting by 
Jacopo Bellini at right). In the more southern reaches of 15th-century 
Italy, there had been a blossoming of Renaissance Humanism (a 
school of thought to which Jacopo himself had ascribed) and a move 
away from Christianity. Saint Bernardine led a powerful resurgence 
of religious fervor in Italy during the early- to mid-fifteenth century, 
often preaching for hours in the open air with eloquence and passion 
on the virtues of the Christian faith. It is very likely that this event 
began what was to be for Giovanni a lifelong and deep devotion to 
Christianity.

In the years before 1460, Bellini’s work shows 
a depth of religious feeling and human pathos 
that seems to be entirely his own. His paintings 
from the early period are all executed in the 
old tempera method: the scene is softened by 
a new and beautiful effect of romantic sunrise 
color (as, for example, his St. Jerome in the 
Desert, left). Art historian Roger Fry writing in 
1899 describes how Jacopo’s religious sketches 
“treated religious subjects with surprising 
levity,” while in the work of Giovanni, “the 
feelings of pity and love are expressed with such 
frequency and with such intimate intensity” 
that his devotion is made more palpable. 

It was with this same devotion that he  
committed himself to mastering the 
developments in rendering the human figure 
in his paintings. In a changed and more 
personal manner, he drew “Dead Christ” 
pictures (one of his most frequent themes 
during these early years, e.g. Dead Christ 

Supported by the Madonna and St. John, or his own beautiful version of the Pietà). These 
were highlighted with less harshness of contour, a broader treatment of forms and draperies, 
and less forceful religious feeling.
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Mature career 1460 to 1500 

In 1459, Bellini married Ginevra Bocheta. The pair had at least one son, whom they named 
Alvise. However, family life did not seem to dull his desire to excel at his art. His growing 
confidence at this time is clear as he threw off the occasionally austere and self-conscious linear 
nature of the Paduan School. His work from 1460 onward shows definite indications of the 
grace and elegance that were unique to his later works. Gentile was considered the greater of 
the two brother artists at this point, but this did not seem to create enmity between them. In 
fact, the brothers in 1470, with several other artists, were commissioned to paint works of the 
Old Testament in the Scuola di San Marco. Bellini produced a painting of The Deluge with 
Noah’s Ark, which was much acclaimed at the time but unfortunately has not survived to the 
present day.

In 1473, the arrival of Antonello di Messina in Venice had a huge influence on Bellini’s work. 
Messina had travelled to Northern Europe, especially the Netherlands, and had adopted 
the Northern European practice of painting in oils. He brought this practice to Venice and, 
eventually, it spread throughout Italy, thus revolutionizing Italian painting in the Renaissance.   
Oil paint is inclined to be more transparent and fusible, and it therefore lends itself to richer 
color and tone by allowing a further degree of glazing, i.e. the laying of one translucent layer 
of color over another. 

Bellini began to paint in oils, and this new medium seems 
to have agreed with his developing sense of elegance of 
style and artistic expression. His works, including both 
altar-pieces with many figures and also simple Madonna-
with-Child paintings (Madonna of the Meadow, right)
show him gradually throwing off the last restraints of the 
15th-century tempera style. The intensity of pathetic and 
devout feeling in the earlier tempera works gradually 
faded away and was replaced in the oil paintings with 
a noble, if more worldly, serenity and charm. Oil paints 
allowed him to achieve a subtlety of perfect fusion of colors 
with atmospheric gradation of tones, something that was 
impossible to achieve with his earlier use of tempera. This new medium and the unprecedented 
variety with which Bellini handled it gave his fully mature paintings the richness associated 
with the Venetian school. The full splendor and richness of Venetian color is present in the 
figures, their architectural framework, the landscape, and even the sky. It was this technical 
advancement of using oils that marked the beginning of Bellini’s maturity as a professional 
artist.
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In 1479, Gentile Bellini (Self-Portrait, left) traveled 
to Constantinople on an assignment and left his 
post as conservator to the hall of the Great Council 
in the Doge’s Palace. Giovanni and Alvise (Luigi) 
Vivarini were jointly appointed to continue the 
work. However, during the course of their joint 
tenure, Vivarini died. His death left Giovanni 
in sole possession of this significant position in 
Venetian art. Besides repairing and renewing the 
works of his predecessors, he was commissioned 
to paint a number of new works, six or seven in 
all, which depicted the part played by Venice in 
resolving the wars fought (1160-1177) by the Holy 
Roman Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa, against 
Pope Alexander III. After numerous interruptions 
and delays, the works were completed and were 
universally admired by contemporaries while they 
lasted, but not a trace of them survived the Doge’s 
Palace fire of 1577.

This appointment cemented Bellini as the greatest painter in the city at the time, and in 1483 
this stature was recognized when he was appointed Pittore del Dominio (Painter of the Domain), 
in effect, the official painter of Venice. This notoriety led, during the 1490s and in the first few 
years of the 1500s, to students wanting to work with him—the two most illustrious being 
Giorgione and Titian. Both these artists would later go on to make a significant impact on the 
art of the Venetian Renaissance, and in so doing they helped to further secure Bellini’s legacy.

late period and the hiGh renaissance

From 1500 onward, Bellini was overwhelmed with commissions. He was, however, financially 
secure and even began to turn away potential patrons. In years 1501-04, Isabella Gonzaga of 
Mantua had great difficulty in obtaining delivery from him of a picture of the Madonna and 
Saints (now lost) for which partial payment had already been made in advance. In 1505 she 
worked through Cardinal Bembo to obtain another Bellini picture of a secular scene of ancient 
Greek mythology, a genre of painting called all’Antica (“To the Ancients”). Bellini refused the 
request. It is sometimes argued that this refusal was because Bellini was technically incapable 
of producing Antica pictures, or that he declined for religious reasons. However, Bellini’s 
brother-in-law, Mantegna, was still court painter for the Gonzagas and specialized in this type 
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of painting, so he most likely refused 
out of respect for him. (In 1514, after 
Mantegna’s death, Bellini did produce 
an Antica painting, The Feast of the 
Gods (left), for Duke Alfonso I d’Este of 
Ferrara for the Castello Estense (Este 
Castle), thus proving his technical 
ability to paint such a picture and 
also that he had no religious qualms 
about so doing. The picture remained 
unfinished at Bellini’s death in 1516 
and was ultimately completed by Titian 
in 1524).

In 1507 Bellini’s brother Gentile died, 
and Giovanni completed Gentile’s 
picture of St. Mark Preaching in 
Alexandria, which he had left unfinished 

at his death. He had to complete this task, according to the terms of Gentile’s bequest, before 
he could inherit their father’s sketch-book.  

In a letter dated November 29, 1516, Giovanni Bellini’s death is mentioned as occurring that 
day. He was buried next to his brother in the Venetian Basilica of San Giovanni e Paolo, the 
traditional burial place of the Doges.

conclusion and leGacy

Giovanni Bellini painted literally hundreds of works; more than 300 have survived. Both 
artistically and personally, his career seems to have been serene and prosperous. He lived to see 
his own school of painting achieve dominance and acclaim. He saw his influence propagated by 
a host of pupils, two of whom surpassed their master in world fame: Giorgione, whom he out-
lived by six years, and Titian. 

While for the first 20 years of his career, Bellini limited his subject matter mainly to traditional 
religious subjects (Madonnas, Pietàs, and Crucifixions), by around 1500 it began to be greatly 
enriched not so much by the wider choice of subjects but especially by the development of the 
mise-en-scène, i.e. the physical setting of the picture. He became one of the greatest landscape 
painters of the Renaissance. His study of outdoor light was such that one can deduce not only 
the season depicted but almost the hour of the day. This was of course enhanced by his use of 
oil paints. 
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Bellini also excelled as a painter of ideal scenes—i.e., scenes of primeval as opposed to 
individualized images. For St. Francis in Ecstasy or St. Jerome at His Meditation, the anatomy of 
the earth is presented as carefully as the anatomy of the human figures. However, the purpose of 
this naturalism was to convey idealism through the realistic portrayal of detail. In the landscape 
Sacred Allegory, he created the first of the dreamy enigmatic scenes for which Giorgione, his 
pupil, was to become famous. The same quality of idealism is to be found in his portraits. His 
Doge Leonardo Loredan has all the wise and kindly firmness of the perfect head of state, and his 
Portrait of a Young Man (c. 1505; thought to be a likeness of the Venetian writer and humanist 
Pietro Bembo) portrays all the sensitivity of a poet.

Giovanni Bellini left two major legacies to the art world. First, was his skill in bringing a 
tangible sense of ambience to his painting, and second, the new possibilities he opened up when 
he imbued religious deities with corporeal qualities. His own achievements were, however,  
surpassed by his pupil Titian who became the great colossus of 16th-century Venetian art and, 
towards the end of his career, a forerunner for the more expressive Mannerist style which took 
over from the more naturalistic High Renaissance. Titian took from Bellini his subtle and 
serene blending of color and light while bringing to it a fresh drama and dynamism. Similarly, 
as Bellini had learnt much from the Dutch masters, Albrecht Dürer came back from his visits 
to Venice to infuse his later portraits with a Bellini-like, Venetian hue.

And though it was not acknowledged in his lifetime, Bellini has left his indelible mark on 
landscape painting which was derided by serious artists of his own time. It was only many 
centuries after his death that the significance and attention he paid to the details of the natural 
world received its just recognition. Indeed, a convincing argument 
could be made for Bellini as the father of landscape painting and it 
is certain that later painters, such as Dürer, were heavily influenced 
by him in their naturalistic pursuits.

The only extant description of Giovanni Bellini’s personality  
is from the hand of the great German Renaissance artist Dürer, who 
wrote to the German humanist Willibald Pirkheimer while on a visit 
to Venice in 1506 where he was snubbed by local artists: “Everyone 
tells me what an upright man he is, so that I am really fond of him. 
He is very old, and still he is the best painter of them all.”

Some beautiful Bellini paintings can be found here:  
https://www.tuttartpitturasculturapoesiamusica.com/2014/02/Giovanni-
Bellini.html

Adapted by James J. Boitano, PhD from: Encyclopedia Britannica website; National Gallery of Art (London) 
website; The Art Story website; Tutt’ Art website; Wikipedia; and Your Dictionary: Biography website.
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